keep her spirits high in retirement. Kathy will be missed by many in procurement, but her
back in 2014 was felt by all. Several of her colleagues stayed in touch and were able to
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Fun Fact

The crew from the new Netflix series
Como La Flor (played by Christian Serratos) during the
show. They picked up lamps, artwork,
items have been used as 'hero props'

The crew followed the Logistics team around campus to capture
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happens 24/7, 365 days a year, Logistics onboarded 30 additional staff members,
wastewater machines and transport the samples to labs for testing. To ensure sampling

diego's robust supply chain operations in this way has contributed to the fast

To ensure the campus community has 24/7 access to free and easy COVID-19 testing, a

Given us to facilitate candid conversations have been invaluable to prioritizing

tolerance thresholds, launch punchouts, improve search results, integrate Payment

earned by our dear friend and former colleague, Kathy Meadows.
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